Tennis Match Results
Wesleyan University vs Colby College
Apr 23, 2016 at Waterville, Maine
(Alfond-Wales Tennis Courts)

#8 Wesleyan University 9, Colby College 0

**Singles competition**
1. Eudice Chong (WESWT) def. Lydia Venditti (COLBYW) 6-0, 6-3
2. Victoria Yu (WESWT) def. Gabriela Venditti (COLBYW) 6-0, 6-0
3. Helen Klass-Warch (WESWT) def. Maddie Lupone (COLBYW) 6-2, 6-3
4. Nicole McCann (WESWT) def. Holly Bogo (COLBYW) 6-2, 6-3
5. Aashli Budhiraja (WESWT) def. Aleks Piibe (COLBYW) 6-0, 6-2
6. Ella Lindholm-Uzzi (WESWT) def. Katie Ryan (COLBYW) 6-4, 6-2

**Doubles competition**
1. Eudice Chong/Helen Klass-Warch (WESWT) def. Gabriela Venditti/Lydia Venditti (COLBYW) 8-1
2. Victoria Yu/Aashli Budhiraja (WESWT) def. Aleks Piibe/Maddie Lupone (COLBYW) 8-0
3. Nicole McCann/Maddie James (WESWT) def. Holly Bogo/Jamie Pine (COLBYW) 8-1

Match Notes:
Wesleyan University 6-4, 3-4 NESCAC; National ranking #8
Colby College 12-4, 4-3 NESCAC